The Inaugural European Job Market, 2018

The EEA launched the first European Job Market, on December 6-7 2018, in Naples, Italy. The Job Market took place immediately after the Econometric Society Winter Meetings (ESWM). This inaugural edition of the job market was organized in collaboration with the Centre for studies in Economics and Finance (CSEF) and the University of Naples Federico II.

While most of the time on December 6 and 7 were devoted to job interviews, the EEA organized the following sessions:

- How to Present your Job Market Paper: Eliana La Ferrara and Kjetil Storesletten
- Taxing Identity: Fiscal Policy and Conversions in Early Islam: Speaker: Jean Tirole

The interviews took place in 3 different locations in Naples - Federico II Centro Congressi, Royal Continental Hotel, and the Renaissance Naples Hotel Mediterraneo.

Institutions Who Participated

Universities
- Aarhus
- Adam Smith Business School, University of Glasgow
- Aix-Marseille School of Economics
- Alicante
- American University of Beirut
- Amsterdam School of Economics
- Bielefeld University
- Berlin (BERA: Humboldt Universität, Freie Universität, Technische Universität, WZB, DIW Berlin, Hertie School of Governance and ESMT)
- Bilkent, Ankara
- Bocconi, Milan
- Bologna
- Bonn
- Bristol
- Budapest University of Technology and Economics
- Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
- Carlos III de Madrid
- Cergy-Pontoise
- CERGE-EI (Prague)
- Collegio Carlo Alberto (Turin)
- Copenhagen
- Copenhagen Business School
- Durham University Business School
- Düsseldorf (DICE)
- Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon
- Econometric Institute at Erasmus University Rotterdam
• Economics School of Louvain
• Ensai (Ecole nationale de la statistique et de l’analyse de l’information)
• Exeter
• Glasgow
• Gothenburg
• Groningen
• Helsinki Graduate School of Economics
• Koç University
• KU Leuven
• Lancaster University Management School
• LMU Munich
• London School of Economics
• LUISS University Rome
• Lund
• Manchester
• Mannheim
• Melbourne Institute
• Milan-Bicocca
• Naples Federico II
• National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE), Moscow
• Navarra Center for International Development
• New York University Abu Dhabi
• Norwegian School of Economics (NHH)
• Nottingham
• Nova School of Business and Economics
• Örebro University (School of Business)
• Orléans
• Oslo
• Padova
• Paris School of Economics
• Queen Mary University of London
• Rome Tor Vergata
• RWTH Aachen University, School of Business and Economics
• Sciences Po
• Surrey
• Sussex
• Tilburg University
• TOBB University of Economics and Technology, Ankara
• Toulouse School of Economics
• Trinity College Dublin
• Universidade Católica Portuguesa
• Universitat Pompeu Fabra
• Universitat de Barcelona - School of Economics
• University College Dublin, School of Economics
• University College London
University of Edinburgh, School of Economics
University of Milan
University of Sassari – Disea
Vienna
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam School of Business and Economics
Warwick
York
Zurich

Central Banks
• Bank of Italy
• Bank of Lithuania
• Bank of Spain
• Banque de France
• Banque centrale du Luxembourg
• Danmarks Nationalbank
• Deutsche Bundesbank
• European Central Bank
• Sveriges Riksbank

Research Centres
• Berlin (BERA: Humboldt Universität, Freie Universität, Technische Universität, WZB, DIW Berlin, Hertie School of Governance and ESMT)
• Bruegel, Brussels
• Center for Research in International Economics (CREI), Barcelona
• Center for Studies in Economics and Finance (CSEF), Naples
• Centre d’économie de la Sorbonne
• Einaudi Institute for Economics and Finance (EIEF), Rome
• IZA, Bonn
• Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research – LISER
• RFF-CMCC European Institute on Economics and the Environment
• The Swedish Institute for Social Research
• Tinbergen Institute
• ZEW, Mannheim

Private Sector
• Compass Lexecon
• E.CA Economics
• Goldman Sachs
• NERA Economic Consulting
• Oxera
• RBB Economics
• The Brattle Group
• UniCredit
Supporters of the 2018 Job Market
The EEA publicly thanks the Banca d'Italia, Unicredit Foundation and the ECB for their kind donations, which helped make the 2018 Job Market possible.